PATCO Primary Resource List

Southern Labor Archives
Georgia State University Library

Arch Bailey Papers, L2011-10, Southern Labor Archives. Special Collections and Archives, Georgia State University, Atlanta.

Chet Kisling Papers, L2005-17, Southern Labor Archives. Special Collections and Archives, Georgia State University, Atlanta.

Marlene and Ronald Palmer PATCO Scrapbooks, L2011-18, Southern Labor Archives. Special Collections and Archives, Georgia State University, Atlanta.

Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization Records, L1986-45, Southern Labor Archives. Special Collections and Archives, Georgia State University, Atlanta.

Ron Elliott PATCO Collection, L2011-02, Southern Labor Archives. Special Collections and Archives, Georgia State University, Atlanta.

Randy Razook PATCO Collection, L2011-06, Southern Labor Archives. Special Collections and Archives, Georgia State University, Atlanta.

Thomas Pesnicak PATCO Collection, L2011-11, Southern Labor Archives. Special Collections and Archives, Georgia State University, Atlanta.

Texas Labor Archives
University of Texas – Arlington
(Links to online finding aids, when available.)

Arthur B. Shostak Collection, AR374, Special Collections, The University of Texas at Arlington Library.

Bill Taylor Papers, AR523, Special Collections, The University of Texas at Arlington Library.

Dean Yorgey Papers, AR535, Special Collections, The University of Texas at Arlington Library.
Dennis M. Reardon Papers, AR470, Special Collections, The University of Texas at Arlington Library.

Diane Webster Papers, AR536, Special Collections, The University of Texas at Arlington Library.

Gary Eads Papers, AR524, Special Collections, The University of Texas at Arlington Library.

George Brandon Papers, AR293, Special Collections, The University of Texas at Arlington Library.

James D. Wright Papers, AR400, Special Collections, The University of Texas at Arlington Library.

PATCO Records for the Southwest Region, AR291, Special Collections, The University of Texas at Arlington Library.

PATCO Records for the DFW Tower Group, AR294, Special Collections, The University of Texas at Arlington Library.

PATCO Records, AR302, Special Collections, The University of Texas at Arlington Library.

PATCO, Local 332, Kansas City, Missouri, Records, AR397, Special Collections, The University of Texas at Arlington Library.

Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization Records, Local 601, Anchorage, Alaska: AR389, Special Collections, The University of Texas at Arlington Library.

Unprocessed Collections at UT-Arlington:
- Unprocessed mss. 84-7: PATCO Records (1975-1984)
- Unprocessed mss. 87-6 87-21: PATCO Records for the Southwest Region (1955-1986)
- Unprocessed mss. 88-16: Audio Tapes (August 14, 1981)
- Unprocessed mss. 88-24: PATCO Records for the Kansas City Air Route Traffic Control Center (1964-1982)
- Unprocessed mss. 88-29: PATCO Records (1968-1987)
- Unprocessed mss. 92-13: Records (1968-1979)
- Unprocessed mss. 92-14: PATCO Records (1981-1985)
• Unprocessed mss. 92-32: Collection (1981-1997)
• Unprocessed mss. 92-44: Records (1979-1992)
• Unprocessed mss, 95-10: PATCO Collection (1968-1993)
• Unprocessed mss. 95-18: PATCO Records (1968-1994)